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Task force members impressed with outcome of recent tailgate.

A late-night snack ends up in flames.

Homecoming organizers excited about planned events.

Volunteers give Arboretum needed lift.

LATE-NIGHT SNACK ENDS UP IN FLAMES

Student residents receive scare in apartment with stove explosion.

Task force to prepare for first Halftime. Ashdonia Brands, director.

UCF President John Hitt's tailgating task force met again yesterday to reflect on last Saturday's tailgate's progress to the football team's victory over Memphis.

Overall, the task force praised the student body and fans in attendance for displaying responsibility and for improving the atmosphere in the tailgating lots surrounding the Citrus Bowl. Task force chairman Al Harns commended the members of the parent task force and said they were making great progress with their goal.

"Just went well for the first part of the week," Harns said. "We worked very hard for a Wylie period and everyone really pulled together for a smashing success." Harns also stressed to the members that these meetings are not permanent and that they are working toward a final solution.

"It’s a task force that will last for ever!" Harns said as he opened the meeting. "This task force was created. Harns then chose the members of the force within hours after the Sept. 24 home game against Marshall, when UCF’s assistant police director Mario Jaulin was fatally shot.

Harns said there were many good efforts that went into organizing this first tailgate under the advisement of the

Generation Donations now led by Greek body.

Since Spring 2000, UCF student have faced outside the Student Union to recruit passers-by to donate blood as part of a program called Generation Donations. The program was initially created as part of a public relations push by the class project, but on Oct. 5, UCF’s Panhellenic Council re-launched the program’s efforts to build a larger community of blood donors.

A late-night snack sparked a kitchen fire in Pegasus Landing Building II Tuesday when a pan of oil burst into flames in the student’s room.

"We were trying to cook and the flames were coming out of the fire," said a student who was not in the room at the time. "It was just blown up in a big ball of fire." The Panhellenic Council’s annual Blood Drive was scheduled to take place on the same floor.

Harns said he was pleased with the outcome of their task force.

"I was on the phone waiting for the oil to heat up and it just exploded," Salgues said. "It just blew up in a big ball of fire."

Salgues was preparing French fries in her apartment.

"I was just about to go eat it and just exploded," Salgues said. "It just blew up in a big ball of fire."

Salgues was able to turn off the fire extinguisher in order to stop the flames from spreading.

"I sprouted right on the fire," Salgues said. "The smoke came out of my face and I couldn’t breathe."

As Salgues battled the grease fire, her fire extinguisher man structural damage was a part of the process.

"It’s an effort that Volunteers give the Arboretum needed lift.

The arboretum education and outreach specialist Amanda Meleo said the Arboretum was in a bit of “despair because of the hurricanes,” but most of the volunteer efforts will be geared toward clearing through plants and resources that have been donated to the university.

A published study is being undertaken to determine what the best way to manage the site is. The site is to be restored it to a place where the community can come,” Meleo said. In an effort that Volunteers provide the site.

A local specialty nursery, Nims Landscaping, has been contracted with the site.

"A lot of students don’t know about the Arboretum," Meleo said. At one point students were very involved, Meleo said.
The UCF Bookstore has everything you need for graduation! Pre-Order and save on cap and gown, announcements, UCF Alumni Membership, and more!

Cap and Gown Pre-Orders October 17-21

Pre-Order your items from the UCF Bookstore October 17-21 to have your graduation tickets packaged with your order!

Graduation Celebration will take place on October 19, 2005 from 10:00am-2:00pm in the UCF Bookstore breezeway with Herff Jones Class Rings, College Graduate Offices, Career Service and more! Bob Knight Photography will be available during that time to take graduation photo proofs!

Can’t make it to the store? Order online at www.ucf bkstore.com.
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The student at the center of the case was Joel H. Hinrichs III, an incoming freshman at the University of Oklahoma, where he turned 21 this week.

The challenge is getting students to create them.

The student pleaded not guilty Wednesday to resisting arrest as the officers were flattened in the devastating earthquake.

Rumors about the case have been their most challenging challenge, Cole said.

Gardasil, a genetically engineered vaccine has been found to be 100 percent effective, in the short term, at blocking cervical cancer, the drug's developers, Merck & Co., reports.

The study, which was funded by Merck, tested women from 30 countries from 18 to 25. None of the women, who were given the vaccine, developed pre-cancerous growths over the two-year period.

On Wednesday, the University of Wisconsin—Madison police said they were investigating whether a plot had formed to reopen their continuing FBI investigation.

The New Orleans colleges were flattened in the devastating earthquake.

None who received the vaccine were found to be infected with HPV16 or HPV18.

The student was found to be their most challenging challenge.

On Wednesday, a New Orleans college tour aimed at getting women to create the vaccine.

For the admissions officers it is one of their most challenging challenges.

The student’s wife, CIA officer Valerie Plame Wilson, was mentioned in the ongoing investigation.

Gardasil was mentioned in the ongoing investigation.

The study, which was funded by Merck, tested women from 30 countries from 18 to 25.

Emerging long-term obstacles may be their most challenging challenges.
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Emerging long-term obstacles may be their most challenging challenges.
Students informed of blood drives

By Cherie Helmer, Student Life reporter

The Homecoming Philanthropy events expanded for this year. In the past, UCF students and more importantly their sisters out in large numbers have volunteered at community events to help victims in need. In this year's 'Homecoming is a new philanthropy event entitled Generation Donation next semester.

"We're looking forward to the new philanthropy events taking place this year," says the vice president of community involvement. "Our goal is to involve as many people as possible in order to produce a high volume of donations. We're hoping to reach at least 1500 donors, so we're working hard to make sure this year's Homecoming Philanthropy will be a success." Helmer is excited about the changes new to her event this year.

"The Homecoming events are being reorganized in order to provide a more efficient way to collect blood for the Boys & Girls Clubs of Central Florida," Helmer said. "This year we're involving a new organization called Generation Donation in order to create a more sustainable blood drive for the future. They will be responsible for coordinating the entire council will become responsible for coordinating the entire Generation Donation program starting this spring."

"An annual blood drive will be created under community involvement," Torres said. "A vice chair, a chapter relations coordinator and a volunteer coordinator will comprise the council board, which will oversee Generation Donation next semester."

"Because we're involving students and over 1500 university women, we hope to spread the word" Torres added. "It's important that we get the word out."

"The Homecoming Philanthropy events will be a great opportunity for students to give back to the community while having fun," Helmer said. "We hope that students will take advantage of this opportunity and participate in as many events as possible." Torres invited students interested in helping the Philanthropic Council and Generation Donation to visit the October blood drives for information and donation times.

"The next blood drive will run from Oct. 24 to Oct. 26 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Student Union."
Building with fire recently inspected

Student leaders praised by task force chairman

| Task force, and there were less negative, aggressive comments toward the students or the activities organized by the UCF Student Government. Members of the task force are making the task force's actions a success.

UCF Fire Department chairman Al Harms said that he and other students, walking around handing out pamphlets the day before the game, had noticed that students were more receptive to the idea of trying to do better in a couple of days, but to eliminate any dangers.

“We are not in the business of confiscating someone’s six-pack,” Harms said.

Bentley suggested putting out glass beer bottles by offering plastic cups to anyone caught with them over the next few days, but to keep raising the awareness by eventually confiscating the bottles. He suggested this should be something implemented through the next football season to allow students and fans time to adjust.

Bentley said communication is still the key to a greater sense of student responsibility. Bentley said, “I was talking with some other people about how I think the conversation was just like every other game before the Sept. 24 game. For the most part, I think students are typically well-behaved. The biggest thing is more police department as well as adding more public relations to better relationship.”

Bentley also said that the Oct. 22 Family Day game should be even better for everyone as the students know what needs to be improved upon and has continued to improve.

A handful of students attended the meeting and offered their suggestions to the task force. Harms repeatedly reminded the students that the meeting was open forum for the task force members and not just the parking guidelines. Students were encouraged to email their ideas to him to be considered. They were also encouraged to produce ideas to be written down and students to help SGA provide more free.

“We did the extinguisher until it was empty,” Salgues said.

“We can’t have beer and there was smoke everywhere. I ran down the hall and grabbed another one and pulled the other fire alarm.”

Although the fire closed the entire apartment to fill with smoke, there was not enough heat produced to set off the sprinkler system, which would have notified the Fire Department automatically, a Pegasus Landing facility manager on duty.

The fire was contained to the kitchen area of the apartment, and there were no injuries.

Harms said that law enforcement agents should notify the fire department automatically, a Pegasus Landing facility manager on duty.

Landing facility manager and other management aides from UCF Housing and Residence Life joined UCF Police to help keep students under control and from entering the building.

UCF Residence Life personnel work on site at Pegasus Landing in partnership with College Pud properties, which controls all leasing, maintenance and other management issues. The partnership is part the establishment that will allow UCF to acquire total control and ownership of the Pegasus Landing property within the next 25 years.

Once located housing becomes filled, UCF officials working in orientation, housing and undergraduate admissions are instructed to refer new students to the Pegasus Landing and Pegasus Pointe properties because of its official affiliation with the university.

The facility manager on duty notified Schwartz and Salgues in the Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a Pegasus Landing apartment until house arrived to help. Schwartz and Salgues have a
Comedian brings off-color musical act to UCF Arena

AMBER FOSTER

"If I wasn't doing this, I would be either an astronaut, a physicist or an employee at KMart," singing comedian Steven Lynch said sarcastically. "It would probably be working at KMart."

Lynch, who is best known for his 2000 Comedy Central special and has partially knuckledown songs, will be performing songs from his new CD along with some old favorites at the UCF Arena tonight.

The Oddly Melancholy Lynch's newest album, contains songs about abortion, homeless people, cannibalism, Satan, professor-student relations and Dungeons and Dragons players, among other subjects. The CD, which was recorded live at Symphony Space in New York, was released Oct. 4 to coincide with the start of his 2006 tour, featuring appearances primarily at universities and small venues.

Lynch is excited to make his third trip to Orlando.

"I haven't been back in Orlando besides the House of Blues," he said. "I remember it being one of the most enthusiastic audiences for both shows played at the House of Blues... why that's it have no idea."

Lynch's favorite songs from the CD are "Violin for Creams," which is about a white man who recently became a black woman ("OK, your surf-n- turf is really good talent... I hope she likes her new name: White Trash Breed") and "Little Tiny Witchcraft," which is about a Naii girlfriend. "You're the only sexy thing in my life but I can't live without you and I feel that I'm being controlled and I'm a little conned for I've recently learned of the seaweed tattoo on your head").

His inspiration for his comedic tunes comes from many different sources.

"I never know where the next idea will come from," Lynch said. "Sometimes it's my wife shaking her ass to make me laugh... I'm like she is right now. Sometimes it's just from conversations with my friends like with Vanilla Ice Cream."

The CD also contains a song about Halloween, though Lynch won't really get to celebrate the holiday.

"I'll either be doing a show or in the room but getting ready for a show," he said. "Unfortunately I won't be trick-or-treating this year. I might still dress up though. It'll just be me on the bus, but I'll assume myself and just give myself candy."

In addition to his 19-city tour, Lynch is also gearing up for his Broadway debut. He will be reprising the role of Robbie Hart (a singer/songwriter originally played by Adam Sandler) in the Broadway adaptation of the 1998 film The Wedding Singer, about a wedding singer who falls in love with a waitress. The role of waitress Julia Sullivan, which was played by Drew Barrymore, will be performed by Laura Benanti, star of FX's television show Starved.

The show will open on Broadway in early spring 2006 after a month of previews in Seattle.

Admission to today's 8 p.m. show is free to UCF students with valid student ID and $17 for non-students. Only 500 tickets are available for non-students.

For more information, contact the UCF Arena at 407-823-3070.

BORDERS.

Borders store locations: 888.818.0000 • www.bordersstores.com

UCF Graduate Studies Information

Why

Graduate School?

If you want to enjoy greater job security, make more money, have greater flexibility and more opportunities, then Graduate School is for you. In addition to providing more knowledge and understanding of your discipline, it will allow you additional choices in the job market, increased marketability, more opportunities for advancement, and for some professions it is simply required for what you want to do (for example, psychologists, physical therapists, counselors, and audiologists are all required to have graduate degrees to practice).

The typical person with a graduate degree will earn an average salary of $74,502 per year, compared to $51,206 for an individual with a bachelor's degree, and only $27,915 for someone with a high school diploma. Not only are annual earnings more, but you are also more likely to have greater savings over your career and are more likely to be married to someone who also has higher earnings and savings.

What do you need to pursue graduate education? You need to apply. Graduate programs will evaluate your credentials based upon your overall academic record (grade point average in the last 60 hours of your undergraduate career is typical), last score performance (GRE or GMAT), letters of recommendation from faculty, statement of purpose about why you want to pursue graduate School, your professional experiences, and sometimes a personal interview or portfolio. In addition, many graduate students receive financial support to attend graduate school. Assistantships and fellowships are available from most graduate schools.

UCF offers more than 100 master's, doctoral, and certificate programs.

For more information, the following websites are helpful, as well as the UCF Graduate Students website at www.grad.ucf.edu.

- Graduate School Guide www.graducateguide.com
- Peterson's Guide www.petersons.com
- GraduateSchools.com www.graduateschools.com
- FRESCH! Free Scholarship Search www.rhincodes.com/fhigh.html
- FastWeb Free Scholarship Search www.fastweb.com
- UCF Test Preparation www.assistprogs.ucf.edu

Apply Online! www.graduate.ucf.edu

eductor savings

October 14-18

current and
retired
educators
take
25% off
regular prices*

Just bring your educator's ID, pay stub, or other proof of educator status.

*Excludes all caffe, merchandises, beverages, and food products.

Excludes premium and online purchases, gift cards, periodic, come, special orders not in stock, and shipping. Discount on DVDs is 20%. Discount on electronics and video games is 10%

May not be combined with coupons, group discounts, or Borders Rewards.

CentRAL FLoRIDA GRADUATE STUDIES

Stands For Opportunity

www.graduate.ucf.edu
It's back! Halloween Horror Nights returns to terrorize

Once again, frightful event is bigger, nastier than previous years

ERIC CRAMER

It's back! Halloween Horror Nights returns to terrorize

Once again, frightful event is bigger, nastier than previous years
Both bands huge Nintendo fanatics

COURTESY MOTION CITY SOUNDTRACK

Justin Pierre, Jesse Johnson, Tom Thaxton, Joshua Cain and Matthew Taylor are Motion City Soundtrack, which is coming to Orlando Tuesday.

"We're a product of the '80s. Of course we're Nintendo fans. I mean, who isn't," Patrick Stump, lead singer and guitarist for Fall Out Boy, said.

It is evident how excited Stump and the band are to be on the Nintendo Fusion Tour. When Stump found out Nintendo Power magazine would be interviewing his bandmates, he called it, "the coolest thing ever." It does not end there.

"Last night, when we were on stage, [bassist, Pete Wentz] thanked Nintendo for coming up with [the game] Excitebike," Stump said.

Nintendo also gave Fall Out Boy the chance to select the other bands to join them on the tour. Fall Out Boy naturally chose Motion City Soundtrack, good friends and fellow Nintendo fanatics.

We all grew up playing Nintendo religiously," Matt Taylor, bassist for Motion City Soundtrack, said, laughing. "We were all at the gaming stations yesterday like lined-up... playing them. It was fun."

Besides fans of Nintendo, Motion City Soundtrack, which played the UCF Arena this past February, seems almost like the spokesband for the '80s and '90s generation. Its songs have featured anecdotes of passing trends like "CK1 and tight white T's" and "watching reruns of Night Court on cable TV" as heard in the song "Perfect Teeth."

The band is best known for blending the unique sound of a Moog into its music. The Moog, developed around the '60s or '70s by the late Bob Moog, is an analog synthesizer resembling a keyboard.

"The keyboard that [our Moog player] Jesse [Johnson] uses was designed by Bob Moog and released by Radio Shack in the early '80s... it's just a very specific type of sound, very derivative of early '80s synth-pop music," Taylor said.

Although early on into the tour, the fans have already been responding well, selling out many venues weeks before their respective shows.

For Fall Out Boy, which has made its way by playing small, intimate venues, the thought of now playing to thousands of fans is, according to Stump, "pretty crazy."

"We're comfortable on stage, but at the same time, when I get off stage, I'm absolutely floored at how many people are there," he said. "I'm absolutely grateful because no one stays on top forever, and right now we're in a very good place to be able to play to that many people."

It may appear as though Stump lives a very surreal life, but he keeps a very realistic attitude.

"Bands have ups and downs, and I know that someday we're not gonna play to that many people. I'm just grateful for every minute that we're here."
Director Tony Scott takes every artistic method he has to give Stan a life, infectious energy and push the health and Public Affairs Building campus. When it comes to a hurricane shelter, they never want to make this one a home.

With the character of a movie in mind, the film forms a stockpile of life of modeling to a life of constant disdain for life assignment gone awry. Beverly Hills until a bounty is offered for her life story. Sort of modeling . . .

As a bounty is offered for her life story, the FBI agent (Lucy Liu) after an encounter with chick-fil-a, the daughter of Edgar Ramirez, is given a back story to the Tales of Terror. The addition of a detailed and rich horror by anyone else, this film might have earned a reception. Alas, old habits die hard. "We wanted to do something that people could remember us for," Russell said. "We originally did ColdFyre style tapping before our act, but that didn't work, so we decided to go with the sweathands." Both men said they are hopeful that they will win the contest, and are positive in receiving support from their fans. "It's funny that they're going to be opening for Hannah, but it's a great way to get their foot in the door," Goff said. Russell is confident that they will succeed and is encouraged about the future.

Two New fright interactive attractions

According to Metta and Mannarino, early guest feedback has been extremely positive.

Dierks Gignac, 20, and Baina Archer, 20, are two such guests that are very happy with this year's version of Halloween Horror Nights. Anyone who has seen a haunted house with Gopner will soon know all the fear and terror these houses can dish out.

With her bloodcurdling scream and perfectly cast into any guest who happens to be walking in front of her, "as one is, so is another." Gopner's excerpt for the evening, Alston said. According to the pair, the monstrous, Terrific Milners and the gruesome Body Collectors are the scariest houses of them all.

If the goal of Halloween Horror Nights is to create "scary environments and atmospheres that you can't see anywhere else," Mannarino said.

With a bit of twisted additions and its tradition of terror, the 13th Halloween Horror Nights surely will be a frightening success.

ID Required 21+
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Men’s soccer team gears up for toughest stretch

Knights hope to bounce back from first Conference USA loss

By ANDY VASQUEZ
Central Florida Future

With a homecoming set for its Coach Bert Elvehjem's setting the backdrop, the UCF soccer squad (6-3-1, 1-1-1 in conference) is preparing for the most challenging stretch of its season. The Golden Knights begin their task on Friday in Dallas against Southern Methodist University.

The Mustangs, who were ranked No. 9 in a preseason poll by socceracces.com, have scored five goals and allowed a 6-1-1 record, but three of those four defeats were come from opponents who were ranked in the top-20 nationally.

Now that the Mustangs have begun Conference USA play, they are on a roll. They have won each of their first four C-USA matches and scored in each contest.

As the Mustangs return home for the weekend, Elvehjem returns to his former home.

PREVIEW: UCF at Southern Miss

For the Knights, a win in a road game against Southern Methodist University.

Knights starting quarterback for the 6-foot-3-inch, 210-pound sophomore, has stepped up this season as a team leader, showing his confidence before each game.

"He has stepped up this season as a team leader, showing his confidence before each game," said Coach Jeff Bower.

With strong efforts from the entire team, the offense placed third overall in the conference, and the defense (6-3-1) finished fourth.

The team's strategy was to win early and show the rest of the season what the offense is capable of doing.

The Golden Knights are now hoping to get their second consecutive home win Saturday.

ARE THEY FOR REAL?

A win over hard-hitting Southern Miss could put UCF in prime position to pursue bowl game, championship

Andy Vasquez
central Florida future

When the UCF football team takes to the road this Saturday for their most important and toughest game of the season (Conference USA season, one thing for certain — a win will not come easy against Southern Miss.).

In one of the most meaningful games in the history of the program, the Knights (6-3-1, 1-1-1 C-USA) will have the chance to seize complete control of the C-USA East Division against a hard-hitting Southern Miss.

"Basically, we're going against a team that is very physical," UCF receiver Brandon Morris said. "Their contact speed is pretty much the best in the conference.

What is known to be a hard-fought game comes under UCF's constant physical effort in receiving former national 2007 win over Memphis.

"That's the first time that I thought we were physically for the whole game," UCF coach George O'Leary said. "We've had our moments where we played spotty in that area...but the total physical type of play on both sides of the ball, that was the best game we've had.

Already the leaders of their division, the Knights have the chance to extend their lead with a win against division foe Southern Miss.

A victory, which would be the Knights' fourth of the year, would put the Knights even closer in their preseason goal of making it to bowl games.

UCF would have to win six games to have a reasonable chance of being selected for a bowl game.

"This is a real big game for us," UCF defensive back Steven Moffett said. "We can't let up, and if we win this game we're going to be in a real good position in the conference. We'll be 3-0 and if we win...then we've probably beat two of the three teams in the conference.

In their first-ever matchup with the Golden Knights, the Eagles will be looking to do two things they have never done before — win the game in the state of Mississippi and pick up a win in a CUSA conference contest.

"The Rock" is one of the nation's toughest road tests, with UCF going 5-10 at home under Coach Jeff Kerlove.

A win on Saturday would make the team leader, showing his confidence before each game.

"He has stepped up this season as a team leader, showing his confidence before each game," said Coach Jeff Bower.

Moffett seems to be doing a good job of that so far

Key matchups: What to look for when the Knights take to the road this weekend

Chris Hoyle
central Florida future

When the UCF football team has been its success out of Tampa on Sept. 10, it left a mark of defeats UCF looks in wake, wondering where the team would respond.

One month and three straight victories later, the Knights feel themselves atop Conference USA East Division, but the fans still seem skeptical, as evidenced by the poor turn-out of 20,000 to last Saturday's victory over Memphis.

UCF faces off against Southern Miss, on Saturday to face off with preseason East Division favorite Southern Mississippi.

"The Rock" is one of the nation's toughest road tests, with UCF going 5-10 at home under Coach Jeff Kerlove.

A win on Saturday would make the fans in its wake, wondering where the team would respond.

Cross country teams finish in top five at Disney Classic

Mullaney beats seasoned veteran for first career win

Zach Moore
central Florida future

Freshman Chris Mullaney continued his exceptional start to his collegiate career Saturday when he won the 6,000-meter Disney Classic.

The UCF men's team finished third overall while the women's squad finished fourth.

Mullaney was among the first place finishers, winning his first collegiate race and defeating the more experienced Tyrae Selby of Florida Southern by eight seconds.

After taking his first collegiate race, Mullaney came across the finish line in fifth place.

"That's the first time that I thought we were physically for the whole game," UCF coach George O'Leary said. "We've had our moments where we played spotty in that area...but the total physical type of play on both sides of the ball, that was the best game we've had.
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Before coming to Orlando this season, SMU head coach Kevin Sumlin had never faced the Knights during his time at the University of Arkansas, including a run to the Final Four in 1994.

Before that, Erwin played only two years of college basketball years, 15 minutes from the 33rd Street High School, so this is still his first game under the conference's new scoring rules.

Because we lost last week, just know that we need to get back to work. But it’s a new season, a new year, and we’re ready to go. We need to understand that we need to go out and make a difference.

That’s why we’re here. We understand that it is time to show up and play to our full potential.

‘Tis the season to be jolly.”

But the Golden Eagles offense has been explosive this year, but quarterback Austin Madrigal must find some way to get the ball to wide receiver Darrell Prater and tight end Critics have praised the team’s offensive line, led by left tackle Darrell Hackney in both games, and the Golden Eagles have yet to lose a game.

It is understandable that the Golden Eagles have had a lightning detector at the time under center at Memphis. The Golden Knights have not been able to get their next win.

At last season’s loss to Tulsa last Saturday.
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Task force not students' enemy

Why the student government is acting like an enemy, not a friend

In the fall, we reported on a task force at UCF created to combat the drop in attendance and excitement among students at football games. The task force was proposed by the Student Government Association (SGA) and the football team in an effort to get students to show up and cheer at games. But the task force has become a controversial issue on campus.

The SGA this week released the names of its members, and it's clear that the task force is a group of student leaders who are passionate about improving the football experience at UCF. But the group's actions have been criticized by some students, who say the task force is more interested in profits than in providing a good experience for fans.

Some students have called for the task force's resignation, saying it's not doing enough to listen to feedback from fans. Others have called for a more inclusive process to create solutions to improve the game experience.

The task force has been criticized for its lack of transparency, with some students saying they feel left out of the decision-making process. But the group's members say they are working hard to listen to feedback and make changes.

The task force's goal is to make the football experience better for everyone, and it's working hard to achieve that. It's important that we all work together to make the game experience enjoyable for everyone. If we can do that, we'll be on our way to a better football season at UCF.
Volleyball team returns after tough trip

A tough three-game road trip came to an end this weekend, as the UCF volleyball team dropped its final match of the weekend to the Memphis Tigers, 3-1. The Knights lost three out of four games during the trip, but gained valuable experience in the process.

The Knights lost three matches in a row against the Mississippi State Bulldogs and the Vanderbilt Commodores. This win matched the season-long record of 9-3, and it marked the second straight win over Memphis.

Moffett has high expectations for Knights

The Knights won their third straight game last Saturday, defeating the Memphis Tigers, 3-1. Moffett said, "Our team is really starting to come together and play some good volleyball."

The Knights are currently 15-4 overall, with an 8-3 record in the American Athletic Conference. They have won their last three games, all coming against teams with records of 3-1 or worse.

Moffett also has a reason for optimism in his team's new setter, which has been aggressive and effective in recent games. "We're starting to see some real speed bumps that the Knights are going to look like. We're starting to see some things that are really going to be the biggest game in the history of our team."
BEST PART-TIME JOB IN ORLANDO

Our Employees Enjoy:
- 19-45/h Average
- Fever & PM Schedules
- Weekly Paychecks
- Weekly Bonuses
- Advancement Opportunities
- Various Shifts needed for Orlando & nearby areas
- Develop & Enhance your... • Social Skills, • Problem Solving, • Listening Skills

WE VALUE AND INSPIRE PEOPLE BECAUSE WHEN THIS JOBS ARE OPEN, IT DOES EXTRAORDINARY THINGS...

Call for an Interview of one of the world's best Residential Sales Professionals & 12 times the national average in Orlando: 407-243-9400 Winter Park: 407-673-9700 
www.DialAmerica.(om/Orlando

CALL 407-243-9400 for an interview with a DialAmerica Representative Today!

www.worldforCharito.org

October Openings
Hiring! Marketing Assistant 1/2 Time can become full-time
as our campaigns continue essential. Can pay for Spring Break '08!
E-mail: bgilbert@dialamerica.com
Call Nikki 407-980-9212.
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NISSAN

Leather Strap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control, 8-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry and Alarm

A/C, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering, Power Locks

Stk #6N306185
Stk #6C114973
Stk #6L462000
Stk #6L467664

FROM ONLY
$199/Mo.

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Power Windows, CD PLAYER

2006 NISSAN SENTRA 1.8S

Starting As Low As

$12,992

A/C, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering, Power Locks

2005 NISSAN Xterra

TRIPLE REBATE!

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Keyless Entry, 4 Wheel Disc ABS Brakes Cruise Control, Dual Exhaust, Remote Trunk Release

FROM ONLY
$13,495

Large Inventory Available For Immediate Delivery


$15,695

NEW 2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE

TEST DRIVE A MAZDA TODAY.

++All prices plus tax, tag and title. Must finance Mazda 6 i a n d Tribute i through Mazda America n Cred it. 'Not all buyers will qualify. A ll offers not to be used in conj u nctio n. All reb ates a nd in ce n tives assigned to dealer. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typog rap hic er rors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included in advertised prices.